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Connect Things to the Internet 
Unveil NFC based IoT-Connected Card ‘Smart Plate’ 

Aquabit Spirals Inc. (Headquarters: Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, President and CEO: 
Tomohiro Hagiwara), announced ‘Smart Plate’ as the world first personal IoT-
connected card at the venue of CES Unveiled Tokyo held at the Grand Hyatt 
Tokyo on February 18th.  Smart Plate is now on sale on Amazon.co.jp. 

Smart Content Delivery 

Smart Plate is a programmable intelligent connected card which connects 
everything/everywhere with varied digital content like SNS, videos, maps, 
contacts, product information, entertainment content, etc. via unique QR code or 
embedded NFC (Near Field Communication) tag.  Cards can be controlled over-
the-air from the app, changed content anytime even if you are not there, track 
and visualize access counts, and capable of being overwritten repeatedly. 

To get content from this card, users do not need to install specific app except 
general barcode reader in case of scanning QR code.  All cards can store an 
activation code and geocode for copy protection purpose. (Patent Pending) 

Background 

Now NFC is spreading all over the world as a effective way to connect offline to 
online easily.  It enables to deliver digital content from things by just tapping.  
However, it can be said that encoding NFC tags one-by-one by hand is a 
complicated work for no-professionals or no-tech-geeks. Additionally, it’s 
inconvenient as we can not rewrite tags after protected to prevent malicious 
mischiefs.  In case of QR code, it goes without saying that generating and 
printing one-by-one make heavy workloads for everyone. 
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In our method, we issue unique Plate.ID™ for all cards to be controlled from the 
app over-the-air, and overwrite setting repeatedly.  Since Plate.ID™ has an 
activation code to be authorized user as owner, nobody can not to change 
setting or access to tracking data except owner.  Owner can transfer cards to 
others by deactivate on the app. 
 

Smart Plate has unique ID to manage, and an activation code for authorization. 

Sophisticated App for Intelligent Plates  

Smart Plate App for Android is available on the Google Play, and iPhone app will 
be released soon.  Setting method is incredibly simple;  tap or scan a card, then 
choose a content you wish to deliver on the app.  That’s all.  To visualize 
tracking data, also simple to do it;  just tap or scan with the app.  
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Smart Plate provides varied programmable multifunction modes.  

Programmable Functions are Going Live or Under Development 

■Random mode 
■Rotation mode 
■Switch by OS 
■Generate tiles layout with multiple buttons 
■Generate list view with multiple content 
■Lucky Draw 
■Forwarding with parameters, and so on 
 

Visualization of card’s status and sophisticated multifunction modes. 
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Application Example 

■Open a web site, product information, etc. 
■Deliver coupons or offers 
■Open purchasing page from product at showroom; No inventory and cash 
register to sell. 

■Connect on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Vine, and other SNS. 
■Replace and track existing QR code on posters, flyers, POP stands, and so on. 
■Open a app page directly on Google Play or App Store for easy installation. 
■Open a specific content directly on a app. 
■Stream a Youtube video. 
■Start navigation to a specific place on Google Map. 
■Generate a new mail with input address already. 
■Call to a phone number. 
■ID card which open owner’s status on a owners smartphone. 
■Share content from the share menu on other apps. 

Example of easy set up using attached mount papers. 
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Enterprise Solution and Product Collaboration 

Aquabit Spirals are planning to release Smart Plate Cloud service for enterprise 
business needs; which enable to manage Plate.ID™ and content to deliver on the 
server side.  It provides both;  useful app to operate on site and central 
management at headquarters. 

Since Smart Plate App can control everything embedded Plate.ID™, like stickers, 
keyring, cell phone charms, photo cards or frames, etc., it’s capable of 
collaboration with everything in the world. We are planning to develop;  
Connected Gift which opens brand’s campaign page or promotional page, 
Connected Photo Frame linked with online photo album, Connected Appliance 
in Store which delivers product information or purchasing pages, Connected 
Attendee Card which opens attendee’s personal information, etc. with varied 
partner company in varied industries all over the world. 
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The World Connected Plate.ID™ to Online on the IoT  

Smart Plate is the world first personal IoT tool which can connect easily things to 
the internet. Easy-to-use will accelerate to penetrate and boost up The World 
Connected. 

Aquabit Spirals issue to Plate.ID™ for everything in physical world, connect with  
varied digital content, then create new values and improves user experiences. 

Aquabit Spirals will exhibit and demonstrate Smart Plate as a solution partner 
of SMARTRAC N.V. (Headquarters: Amsterdam, Netherlands) at the booth of 
Nippon Steel & Sumikin Bussan Corporation (Headquarters: Tokyo) in the 
venue of Retail Tech JAPAN 2015 held from 3rd to 6th March at the Tokyo Big 
Sight. 

We are ready to send out Smart Plate to the world. Please contact us if you 
have an interest in distributing this product in your country. 
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■Smart Plate Product Information 
　http://spirals.co.jp/smartplate/en 

■Smart Plate@Amazon.co.jp 
　http://www.amazon.co.jp/dp/B00T9B9ATS 

■Smart Plate App@Google Play 
　https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.co.spirals.smartplate 

Aquabit Spirals Inc. 
Company Name: Aquabit Spirals Inc. 
Headquarters: 1-2-36-104 Higashi-Gotanda, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 108-0074 
Established:  March 31, 2009   
President & CEO: Tomohiro Hagiwara 
URL:  http://spirals.co.jp             

Contact Information for this News 
Aquabit Spirals Representatives:  Tomo, Shohei, George 
TEL.:  +81-3-6450-3758  FAX:  +81-3-6450-3759 
Email:  global@spirals.co.jp 

※ Smart Plate and Plate.ID are trademarks of Aquabit Spirals Inc. 
※ Other company names and product service names mentioned in this press release are 
registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners. 
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